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Reviews


- **Booklist** (Jan. 1, 2015): “Clocking in at just 200 pages, this is a story that packs no less of a punch for its brevity. Sephora’s grim reimaginings of fairy tales are anti-Disney in the extreme (making this best suited for more mature readers). The strands are worked so surely into the narrative that they feel powerful instead of tired. Sephora herself is a narrator who defies convention, and her story, harsh and spare, is unforgettable.” (Starred review).

- **Publishers Weekly** (Jan. 19, 2015): “Making haunting use of interspersed myths and fairy tales rife with brutal depictions of cannibalism, mutilation, and rape, Arnold (Sacred) crafts a simmering mystery about Sephora’s secret shame, her personal infandous—the ‘unspeakable shit’ she carries with her. [...] Sephora’s painful journey and its lack of easy answers will stick with readers, as will its razor-sharp commentaries on sexual and societal double standards.”

- **School Library Journal** (Feb. 2015): “The strength of this story lies in the legitimate connections made between modern times and classic myths/fairy tales. Arnold’s fresh and exciting plot twist is unexpected, elevated by the lyrical writing style. The story is full of mature content, including language and thinly veiled sexual references. A well-written and evenly paced dramatic tale about finding peace in one’s own situation.” (Not archived online, accessed via Ebsco).
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- **Westchester Fiction Award**, 2016
- **Moonbeam Children’s Book Award Gold Medalist**, 2015
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